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Abstract. Using message queue technology in the data exchange of star topology can solve the 
point-to-point reliable data transmission, it makes the data exchange platform has good expansibility 
and maintainability, but this existe a problem,that is any local failure may lead to "traffic jam" of central 
node. In order to solve this problem, in this paper, the data exchange platform mechanism of traffic 
monitoring and early warning and automatic control are design and achieve, by switching nodes, status 
monitoring of application system, traffic early warning, automatic blocking and other functions to 
avoid local failure lead to global paralysis problem, automatic blocking function to avoid partial failure. 
It improves the reliability, availability and flexibility of data exchange in complex networks, and has 
practical value. 

Introduction 
From the 90's of last century, with the rapid development of network technology, Data exchange 

technology has experienced several stages. In order to realize the communication between distributed 
systems, The RPC as the representative of the remote call technology is appeared. Implement point to 
point communication for system to system, with the development of CORBA and DCOM Technology, 
service based on data exchange technology start using. Into twenty-first Century, application 
integration technology which is the present of service oriented architecture (SOA) theory is rapid 
development, data exchange technology using message oriented middleware as core technology has 
been widely used, greatly promote the integration of large distribution systems. 

In the design of data exchange platform using star topology can achieve unified control very well, 
and the message queue is used for data transmission between nodes, which can achieve reliable 
transmission of data, but, in practical use, it is found that there is a problem of local blocking cause 
global blocking. In order to solve the problem, we design and implement a data exchange platform for 
traffic monitoring and automatic control mechanism, Automatic blocking function is realized through 
the queue depth warning mechanism, it improves the reliability, availability and flexibility of data 
exchange in complex networks. 

 Research on data exchange platform 

Data exchange topology analysis 
Usually there are two kinds of communication network topology about the data exchange, one is 

star structure and another is network structure, the main difference between the network and the star 
structure in the data exchange node position. As shown below: 
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Fig.1 Comparison of star structure and network structure 

In this paper, we use the star structure; Data exchange takes place on a central node. Through the 
data exchange center node, you can create a transparent and secure data channel between the data 
source and destination; Compared with the network structure has the following advantages: 

1) The data exchange data of Star structure through the central node,  this is conducive to 
centralized control and unified exchange standards; 

2) the access and operation strategy of Star structure switching node is relatively simple, An 
access change of a node involves only the change between the central node and the center node, 
and each node in the network structure is tightly coupled,security policy configure complex, 
and safety management risk is higher, these increase the costs of system implementation and 
maintenance  

3) Star data exchange structure,apart from being able to achieve unified management and control, 
it also has good expansibility and maintainability. Any change in the access node is only 
involved in the change of the node and the center node, the structure is more stable and 
efficient. 

Message Queuing transmission  
At present, the way of data exchange in the industry mostly adopts asynchronous communication 

mode, using the message queue technology to ensure reliable data transmission, a message queue is 
used for data transmission among each message queuing node(referred to as:MQN)  in a star switching 
network. 

Message queuing is a loosely coupled and reliable network communication service based on 
transaction model. Queue is a container which storage of routing messages temporary and saving 
messages in the message transmission. Message queue itself has the function of reliable transmission; 
each exchange node is a first in first out queue, transfer data to the next node when it is available. When 
the next MQN is not available, or when a fault occurs, the data can be cached until the target node is 
normal, Achieve fault recovery task, as shown in Fig.2 

 
Fig. 2 Message Queuing transmission 
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Traffic monitoring and early warning and automatic block design for cross domain data 
exchange platform 

Shortage of star structure data exchange 
Star switch structure is conducive to centralized management and control , but any local fault may 

cause chain reaction of blocking queue, once an exchange center node congestion occurs, the star 
exchange network will be unable to normal operation, as shown in Fig.3: when the MQN5 attached to 
a system failure to timely consumption news, resulting in the message of MQN5 stack blocking, And 
then cause the central queue block, When the center is fully filled with messages sent to the MQN5, and 
there is no space for receiving and distribution message of other node sending, this make the exchange 
platform paralysis. So just depend on the reliable transmission of the message queue itself is not 
enough.

 
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of central node blocking 

In order to solve the "traffic jam" problem of the central node, so as to ensure the normal operation 
of the whole data exchange network, the traffic monitoring and early warning and automatic blocking 
function are designed. 
Traffic monitoring and early warning and automatic blocking design 

Flow monitoring and early warning and automatic blocking is refers to When the number of 
messages to be processed in the queue reaches a certain number, the system will issue a warning, to 
remind other exchange nodes, temporarily reject all data exchange requests that are sent to the 
blocking node,thus avoiding the local failure lead to global paralysis. The specific working principle is 
shown in fig. 4. 

 
Fig.4 Traffic monitoring and early warning and automatic blocking 
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When a local system failure or shutdown, the data sent to the system will be stacked in the queue of 
the exchange node, when queue depth reaches a predetermined value, the node will cause a node 
blocking message, and through the exchange platform to transfer to other switching nodes, each 
switching node will temporarily deny all data exchange requests that are sent to the blocking node, 
Guaranteed that the data of the target node will not be further blocked, and to ensure that the data 
exchange in the central queue can timely consumption. Therefore, other no fault nodes can still 
exchange data through the exchange center. When the system fault is restored and the data in the target 
node queue will be received by the application system, with the data in the queue is further reduced, 
queue depth is reduced to the alarm threshold; the current node will send a message to each node 
through the exchange platform, recovery data exchange and transmission of faulty nodes. 

In this process,there are two key parameters,one is Qmax(Blocking threshold),another is 
Qmin(Obstruction threshold). The blocking event of this node is triggered when the queue message 
reaches the Qmax value, and the blocking state of the node is ended when the message is returned to 
the Qmin value. Among them Qmax>Qmin,Qmax derived from statistical data, Qmin is usually less 
than Qmin.In order to ensure that the target queue does not overflow, Qmax estimates are generally to 
meet: QL (queue capacity) -Qmax > Qin (the number of messages that have entered the platform but 
not arrive at this node); in this, Qin can be estimated based on the traffic statistics of data exchange 
platform.Under usual circumstances QL>Qmax>>Qin, but in fact, on the safe side, the value of Qmax 
is lower than the estimated value, in this project, QL=3000,Qmax=2400,Qmin=1800.Qmax value 
should not be too low, if low, the asynchronous transfer capability under local fault will be reduced, this 
make premature blocking, and queue does not play a unique cache capacity. 

Conclusions 
Asynchronous communication technology based on message queue; solve the reliable 

point-to-point data transmission. in this paper, the early warning mechanism, it greatly improves 
operation efficiency of the whole data exchange platform on the basis of reliable asynchronous 
communication, the reliability of the distributed system in complex networks is reduced, flexibility and 
reliability improved. This has important reference value to improve the construction of large data 
exchange platform based on asynchronous communication. 

In the future, we can study and design the node blocking and early warning mechanism,through 
automatic detection the nodes of the data exchange platform, and the application system connectivity, 
using dynamic and artificial combination method to adjust platform "traffic control status", So that the 
use efficiency of data exchange platform to further improve.  
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